
OBJEcTS SQUARE



What are the youngest ones thinking about ? As the
usual places for socialising have disappeared, new
spaces are being created.
 
Family, boredom, daydreaming, homeworks,
screens ... little bits of thoughts collected from the
young people of Roubaix and the Moulins district in
Lille, from an object that surrounds them.
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Sophie b.



That's all I could find except my phone. For me,
they symbolize a certain freedom that you don't
have in these times. I like to look at these
parakeets (because yes, there are plenty of
them), it's like an air show, they sing and make a
lot of noise, so they don't go unnoticed. They
spend every night in large numbers during this
time of the year.

Amira 

freedom



I print on it my homework and also colouring
and games for my little brothers and sisters. I
take care of them a little bit, but they're grown
up and can take care of themselves. And then
we go out to play in front of the house. My
strategy for not getting bored is to sleep very
late in the morning so that the days are
shorter.

Adèle 

Strategy



Manga inspires me a lot when I draw. When I read
them it allows me to escape, to dream, I'm in my
own world. There are a few stories that inspire me
for some homework especially for the texts.
Sometimes, when my day goes badly, I read, it
makes me forget everything and I sleep better. And
sometimes I have manga dreams.

OCÉANE

escape



This object allows me to do my homework,
play and make Skypes with my best friend.
We're a little bored right now because we
can't go outside to play. I'm trying to do
something other than the computer, so I
spend more time with my family.

Samia

friends



I chose this little pot with a plant, because I
like plants, flowers... I find it beautiful. It
symbolizes nature. It doesn't play a special
role in my life, but when I see it, I feel in a
good mood.

LINA 

NATURE



My PS4 and Switch are very important items
to me. They allow me to have fun, to relax and
also to watch videos. But above all, to be in
contact with my friends and to play with my
family. I've had them since I was a child and
they are very important to me, especially now.

Jason 

connexion



I chose TV because it keeps me busy. I'm very
bored. I watch everything, movies, series,
Youtube videos. Right now I'm watching
puzzles for survival, I'm on the seventh one,
and I've done four of them!

Aimad

BOREDOM



This target is very important to me because it
was with it that I shot the gun for the very first
time. I had this chance because my mother
works at the Police School of Roubaix and
one of her colleagues, a shooting instructor,
took me to shoot a pistol. And I'm proud of it!

JULES

THE TARGET



My metal bed is important for sleeping, then
bathing is important for washing, and finally,
food to eat well.

KEVIN 

Practical things



We use this object to write ✍  in class as well
as at home. It is used to write what we think.
We can write when we laugh or cry, when we
are angry or sad, when we are in pain or
afraid. It can be black red red green blue
violet pink yellow but this one is black.

LEA

WRITING 



Netflix is so good, you can put it on your TV,
computer or phone. You can watch whatever
you want: there are  good shows like Stranger
Things, La Casa de Papel, Riverdale... it's
when I'm bored or when I have nothing to do
during this confinement. I LOVE  NETFLIX.

ZAHEYA 

THE ENTERTAINMENT



When I look at my shells, I think back to when
I was at sea. It reminds me of the beach, the
sun, the sand, the water, the fish. It makes me
want to go back quickly.

Lindsay

THE memories


